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A Word from Managing Director Nick Ktoris
Welcome to the latest edition of Sentek’s newsletter.
I am hopeful that this newsletter will play an important
role in highlighting the excellent work being undertaken
by our staff, dealers and partners.
We encourage you to submit ideas for stories for future
newsletters and to provide feedback on the content of the
current newsletter.
First I would like to thank all who participated in the
Sentek Dealer Training Conference that was held in July,
everyone’s participation added to making this event such
a success.
In the past 31 years Sentek's major market for its soil moisture monitoring technologies
has been agriculture. Demand for this technology in just the last few years has grown
rapidly and with the evolution of Agtech and the evolving change in weather patterns
we will continue to see growing demand with companies that continue to innovate like
Sentek.
Looking at the next quarter Sentek would like to warmly invite our dealers and growers
to our upcoming events including the Irrigation Australia ICID International Congress,
Elmore Field Days, EIMA International, Fruit Attraction, Meteorological World Expo, and
Agrotica. Dates for these events are listed within the newsletter below, please contact
your local sales representative if you would like to take part.
Our Drill & Drop probes in the RS232 and RS485 ranges
now have the option of coming with a detachable and
replaceable cable. This will save time and energy if a
cable gets damaged in the field. The new probes look
very similar to our SDI-12 probes which can be
integrated with other telemetry systems, although the
RS232 and RS485 connectors are slightly larger than
those of the SDI-12s.
I would like to remind our dealers that the Sentek ‘Learn’ platform can be found at
https://learn.sentektechnologies.com/and would encourage you to visit the site and take
part in the amazing courses that are available.
Along with our leadership team and the Board of Directors, we would like
to take this opportunity to thank all for your continued support. I am
consistently inspired by your efforts. Thank you all for
everything you have done and will do for Sentek.
Enjoy reading the rest of the Sentek newsletter.

Upcoming Events
Irrigation Australia ICID
International Congress
3-10 October, Adelaide, Australia
The ‘Greatest Irrigation Show on Earth’ is
coming to Sentek’s home city, Adelaide,
South Australia. Meet us at the Sentek
stand, Stand T11 at the trade show and
attend two Sentek presentations.
4 October, 9:50am: ‘Application of new
technology for better irrigation salt
management’, presented by Peter Buss.
7 October, 2:00pm: ‘Measurement and
control for sustainable irrigation
management’, presented by Rob Guy.

Elmore Field Days
4-6 October, Burnewang, Victoria
Elmore Field Days is a strong community
owned, not for profit organisation that
strives to maintain its fundamental
purpose - an unbiased service to
agriculture and community with flow on
economic benefits to regional areas.
The annual 3-day event consistently
attracts a strong attendance of around
35,000 from an extensive catchment
area from across Victoria & New South
Wales - It is a must attend event for
anyone in agriculture.

Catch up with Sentek’s ANZ Regional Manager Medi, and Customer Service Officer
Dave, at Elmore Field Days 2022! You can find them at the Sentek Stand, AP.13.

EIMA International
9-13 November, Bologne, Italy
EIMA International is the International
Exposition of Machinery for Agriculture and
Gardening, a biennial event created in 1969.
The show involves direct participation of
manufacturing industries from around the
world presenting avant-garde technologies
in the sector at the global level. Sentek will
be exhibiting along with our sister company
Galcon, in Pavilion 37 Stand A30. To the
right is a plan of what the stand will look like.

Fruit Attraction
4-6 October, Madrid, Spain
Fruit Attraction as a trade show has become a leading commercial tool for the
worldwide marketing of fruit and vegetables. It is known as a ‘commercial connection
nexus’ for promoting world exports within professionals who make up the entire value
chain. One such professional will be Sentek’s European Regional Manager Paolo, who
would love to catch up with you to discuss how Sentek’s soil water management solution
can be used in your fruit and vegetable crops.

Meteorological World Expo
11-13 October, Paris, France
Meteorological Technology World Expo is a global event attracting 145+ exhibiting
companies and 4,000 attendees from over 100 countries. It is the largest exhibition in the
world for suppliers and manufacturers of meteorological, hydromet, metocean and
environmental monitoring technologies and services. Arrange a meeting with Paolo at
the event to discuss how Sentek can help with your water management and
environmental monitoring.

Agrotica
20-23 October, Thessaloniki, Greece
Agrotica is “the largest trade fair in the sector of agricultural machinery, equipment, and
supplies in the Balkans and the South-eastern Mediterranean”. The show acts as “a field
of scientific discussion” – come have one with Sentek’s Paolo about Sentek’s
equipment!

Quarterly Activities
Sentek Dealer Training Conference 2022
July 2022, Adelaide, Australia
Congratulations and thank you to all Sentek staff, presenters and in-person and virtual
attendees, on a great 2022 Dealer Training Conference. The conference had a strong
emphasis on training dealers on the IrriMAX Live features including data adjustment, VIC
filter, satellite imagery and administration.
It was great to meet a variety of Sentek dealers and distributors and socialise with
Sentek staff and dealers at the shared lunches, shared dinner and even on the tennis
court.

7th Global Botanic Gardens Congress
September 2022, Melbourne, Australia
Influence and Action: Botanic Gardens as Agents of Change was a 4-day convention
exploring how botanic gardens can play a greater role in shaping our future. With
accelerated loss of biodiversity across the globe, increased urbanisation, population
growth and climate change, our need to work together to find new solutions for the
future has never been greater. Sentek’s Medi and Amber from the Sales & Marketing
team, and Peter and Mike from the Research & Development team, exhibited Sentek’s
offerings and solutions to a very wide variety of botanic gardens staff and enthusiasts
from around the world.

During the 7GBGC, Sentek’s Peter Buss and Mike Dalton also performed servicing and
support for deep installation EnviroSCANs monitoring the Melbourne Botanic Gardens.
These probes range between 4 and 8 metres in depth and monitor a variety of trees
including fig trees and gum trees in the Gardens.

2022 Australian Cotton Conference
August 2022, Gold Coast, Australia
Cotton Conference 2022 was indeed a fruitful event for all involved in cotton production
and supply chain in Australia this year, and Sentek was certainly a familiar name to
cotton growers and associated industry links.
Medi from Sentek visited the conference, and met many business partners, agronomists,
and current Sentek clients. Many pioneer growers are our true champions on the front
line of food and fibre.
Agricultural technology and precision farming became mainstream at this conference,
hence many young agronomists and growers attended this event. The role of artificial
intelligence in broadacre agriculture in Australia is certainly making farming more
appealing for younger growers and agronomists. Only a decade ago it would take few
growing seasons and multiple trade shows before we could even start discussing
agricultural technology with most growers, whilst nowadays most farmers regardless of
age, own or know how to operate sophisticated precision equipment in their operations.

United States of America Trip
August-September 2022, USA
Rob Guy recently visited the USA travelling
to New Mexico, Arizona and California,
meeting up with new Sentek employee
Gilbert Rodriguez, based in Fresno, CA. The
main focus was on the VIC to ECe project
and discussing problem solving and
management in 2-dimensions using arrays of
probes. Increasingly leading growers are
gaining an edge by fine-tuning soil moisture, salinity and temperature management in
the complete plant growing environment. The extra 2D insights are important when finetuning inter alia. Plant spacing, tillage methods, irrigation runtimes and methodologies;
nutrient application frequency and
concentration.

Chile Visit
August-September 2022, Santiago, Chile
Sentek’s founder and R&D Manager Peter Buss visited a long-term Sentek dealer,
CDTEC, in Chile. Peter visited CDTEC’s head office and the crew. Together with CDTEC,
Peter presented a talk at RED AGRICOLA conference in Santiago and the “Riego
Intelligente” organized by CDTEC in Temucu, a city ca. 700 km south of Santiago near
the Villarica volcano. Peter also set up the VIC to ECe calibration in a walnut orchard.

International Symposium
July 2022, Vienna, Austria
Sentek presents the latest technologies in terms of multi-level soil probes and software
features for easy data interpretation for the water management and conservation at the
International Symposium on Managing Land and Water for Climate-Smart Agriculture
hosted at IAEA in Vienna!

Smart Agri Hubs
September 2022, Faenza, Italy
Smart Agri Hubs is a demonstration day on sensors for smart agriculture in Italy. It is a
part of the Cross Regional Ecosystem for Digital Agrifood Service. Sentek participated
together with one of our Italian integrators, Winet to present the latest development on
irrigation management.
Where the irrigation pump is powered by solar panels and gives water during the day
according to solar radiation > Eto, the system becomes smarter, opening and closing
irrigation based on Sentek data.

VIC to ECe Update
Probe users are gaining increasing value from the interaction between measured soil
moisture, temperature and salinity. Recently Sentek started a process of building a
library of field benchmarking converting Volumetric Ion Content (VIC) to EC. To date the
results from 3 sites from Australia and the USA have been completed.
The results are displayed below. IrriMAX Live has the facility to convert VIC graphs to EC.
Watch this space as this
project expands within
these regions and also
includes sites in Europe
and Latin America. Further
information will be shared
at the upcoming ICID
conference.

European Growth in Europe
To help EU dealers to avoid import
paperwork, custom duty, VAT
anticipation, and to arrange faster
shipping, Sentek SRL has organized a
warehouse in Umbertide, Italy, carrying
the full Drill & Drop probe range.
Please contact Paolo Antini for more
information, price list, and orders.

Not only is Sentek Europe growing in
buildings, but it is growing in staff, with
our new Business Development Support
& Training team member, Tommaso
Cesaretti. Tommaso has an agronomic
background, specializing in water
resources management, sustainable
rural development and agribusiness
marketing. He is also very interested in
brewing craft beer, which he has been
doing since 2012.

10-Metre Deep Installation EnviroSCAN Sale
In July, we packaged six 10-metre EnviroSCANs with our mining sensors to be shipped to
mines in Ontario, Canada.

Worldwide interest in deep probe installations continues to grow. Customers include
those working in wastewater disposal; hydrological process research; groundwater
recharge; and a range of monitoring applications. They require a data link between the
inputs into soil, plant and soil zone dynamics, leaching below the rootzone and flows all
the way to groundwater and are pleasantly surprised to find that Sentek probes can
deliver this with a single probe per site with multiple sensors. Production assembles and
tested these probes in the Sentek Adelaide factory.

Staff Member Profile Feature
Gill Costa, Business Development Manager, Western USA
What do you do at Sentek?
My main role is to develop partnerships with our re-sellers as well as
provide agronomic and technical support. I contribute to different
forms of business development such as tradeshows, field days and
webinars. I assist farmers and farming operations in achieving success
by deploying Drill & Drop soil moisture probes for irrigation
management and Galcon automation systems.
What do you like most about working for Sentek?
Within the diverse set of activities we perform at Sentek, providing the agronomic insights in
irrigation management is what I like most. Being able to help growers fine-tune irrigation by
determining accurate run-times based on data displayed in IrriMAX Live, we can assist them to
improve crop quality and yield while optimizing water use efficiency, prevent nutrient losses and
optimizing energy and labour usage.
How long have you worked for Sentek?
I have worked at Sentek for 5 years, it is the best agricultural company I have worked for. Sentek
places their trust in our team and recognizes the time it takes to develop a market space in the
agricultural sector.
What projects are you currently working on?
Currently we have a few projects in deploying automation systems with our Galcon Irrigation
Automation Solutions. The most important project we are working on we are collecting salinity
data points throughout the world in multiple soil textures with the objective to convert the salinity
units from the Drill & Drop probe from VIC into EC; a more applicable unit for farmers to manage
salinity. The insight we provided in moving forward with this project is our recent study in global
overall freshwater water scarcity where all continents are under extreme stress from aridification
and continuous increase in soil salinization due to a reduction in natural salt leaching processes.
Salinity exacerbates crop losses and soon we will be able to help farmers make better decisions in
managing ions in the soil solution with the unit conversion from VIC to EC.
What do you like to do in your spare time?
I have a farm that I grow organic fruit on – I grow peaches, cherries, nectarines and citrus. I have
Sentek probes in each field and I like to look at the crops as they develop, and what I’ve been
able to identify is that even when it seems really hot, sometimes the crops aren’t actually using
that much water, and sometimes when it’s cool, the crop demand for water is actually pretty
substantial. For example recently – during the summer – the trees for some reason have
not used a lot of water, I’ve been watering about every third or fourth day. It’s
really interesting that sometimes temperature is not corelated to water
consumptive use.
I also like to do outdoor sports activity. I am a big fan of
stand-up paddle-boarding and mountain biking. I’ve
probably done those for the last fifteen or twenty
years!

Case Study
Harvest Moon is a fresh-produce company
with operations in Tasmania, Queensland and
Victoria, Australia. They grow onions, carrots,
broccoli, cabbage, cauliflower, suedes, and
beans. Agronomists that work for Harvest
Moon in Tasmania use Sentek probes in all
these crops as a monitoring tool.
Harvest Moon have been using Sentek Drill &
Drop soil data probes for a couple years now
and are growing in their usage. They use a
combination of 30cm and 60cm Moisture Drill
& Drops – 30cm for sandy soils and 60cm for
heavier soils. They use the Compact telemetry
unit to collect and transfer data. The probes
last year saved them “a lot of running around”
visiting multiple growers and sites.
In the case of Harvest Moon Tasmania, their probes have paid for themselves in two
years on irrigation costs alone. Such costs include water and power usage thanks to the
ability to schedule and appropriately stretch irrigations. Fields with the data probes
yielded a 10-15% increase while agronomists saved 3-4 irrigations over an onion’s
lifespan and saved many hours checking on multiple farms. They have saved money by
“not putting too much on too early, and backing off when we think we should be
watering but the crop is not actually using the water”.
Harvest Moon have found IrriMAX Live, “very easy to use” and “easy to read”, even for
those who are not very computer literate. The immediacy of data interpretation, highly
valuable in short-term vegetable crops, gives it an edge above other systems where the
transfer of data may be delayed. IrriMAX Live’s artificial intelligence saves a lot of
guesswork, featuring predictive lines to dictate when the next irrigation is due. This can
be used by setting a ‘full’ and ‘refill’ point to stay within the optimal moisture and
temperature range for individual crops. Particularly in Tasmania, where the cold and wet
weather makes crops more vulnerable to mildew, this can be monitored and managed
by observing the crop water usage and stretching irrigations out to dry out the crop to
maintain control.

Sentek’s soil water management probes, telemetry and software have generated a 1015% increase in yield for Harvest Moon since they were first purchased. Sentek’s tools
have allowed Harvest Moon to establish when the crops need water to bulk up the
vegetable, but also to apply the optimal amount of water for a consistent crop size. Last
year Harvest Moon compared two onion paddocks, one with Sentek equipment and the
other without – the paddock without was over-watered at the end of the crop’s life which
caused the onion to grow too large and ultimately generated a loss. Conversely, the
paddock being monitored yielded onions that were “pretty well spot-on” thanks to
optimised irrigation scheduling.
Special thanks to Richard Gale for providing content and quotes.

Optimised irrigation scheduling in an onion crop by Harvest Moon.

Key Contacts
Key Sales and Support Staff, Head Office, Adelaide, Australia
Robert Guy, Manager of Sales and Marketing: rguy@sentek.com.au
Dave Fowler, Customer Service Officer: orders@sentek.com.au
Patrick Walsh, Technical Support Officer: techsupport@sentek.com.au
Medi Zaboli, Sales and Marketing Regional Manager, ANZ: mzaboli@sentek.com.au
Amber Venning, Marketing Coordinator: marketing@sentek.com.au
Hasith Perera, Finance and Administration Manager: accounts@sentek.com.au

Sales Staff, United States of America
Bob Gills, Managing Director of Sentek USA: bgills@sentekusa.com
Gill Costa, Business Development Manager: gcosta@sentekusa.com
Gilbert Rodriguez, Business Development Manager: grodriguez@sentekusa.com
Patricia Bush, Customer Service Officer USA: orders@sentekusa.com

Sales, Europe
Paolo Antini, Regional Manager Europe: pantini@sentek.com.au

